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Signed in Blood battalion posts attacks lead-up video - Mauritanian agency 

The Signed in Blood battalion, belonging to the Battalion of Masked Men, released a video of some of their 

operations over the past few months, specifically the dual attack in undertook with the Monotheism and Jihad 

Movement in West Africa [MUJAO] in West Africa before they joined forces and formed the Mourabitoune terrorist 

organization, and the attack on the In Amenas gas plant in southern Algeria. 

The video that is well produced and 51 minutes in length shows images of the control of "jihadists" of Gao and 

regions of the Azawad territory, as well as scenes of some of the bloody clashes that took place in mid 2012 between 

the Masked Men battalion and MUJAO on one end, and the National Movement for the Liberation of Azawad [MNLA] 

on the other. It also showed the outcome of the clashes in Kuna and Jibali in central Mali, and what was said to be 

the explosion of A French vehicle north of Gao last Ramadan, and the retreat of Islamists groups from the towns. 

The emir of the Masked Men battalion, Mokhtar Belmokhtar, appear [in the video] training in the desert the 

commanders that would undertake the Niger operation under the name "The invasion of Shaykh Abd al-Hamid Abou 

Zayd", in a reference to base leader Abd al-Hamid Abu-Zayd who was killed by French air strikes on Mali. The video 

also shows Abou Zayd and Belmokhtar meeting, despite having disputes over the past few years, in which the latter 

discusses his relationship with Abou Zayd. 

The video shows elements of the groups that carried out the attacks on the In Amenas gas plant in January 2013 and 

that in Aghadiz and Arlit in Niger in May 2013 in training in the desert, with suicide [fighters] discussing their 

impressions and preparations ahead of the attacks. 

Regarding the In Amenas gas plant attack, the video shows a number of suicide fighters, including: Abou Hjar Al 

Missri, Al Battar  Almissri, Azam Al Tounoussi, Aniss Al Tounoussi. From the group that carried out the Niger attack, 

the following fighters appeared: Brahim Al Tarqi, Aboubekrine Ould Mohamed El Hassan, alias Jafar Al Sahraoui, 

Mohamed Al Mouhdhi, alias Farouk Al Tounoussi, Oussama Akkar alias Mouhenned Al Tounoussi, Mohamed Al 

Hachimi Abdel Majid, alias Abou Abdallah Al Soudanni, Mountassar Al Maghribi, Sulayman Al Sahroui, Khabib Al 

Ansari Al Tariqi, Jafar Al Ansari Al Tariqi and Kamal Abdallah, alias Abou Ali Al Nigeri. 

Belmokhtar appears in a number of scenes, in some bidding farewell to the executors of the Niger attacks, in others 

while training them and giving them directives ahead of the operation. 

The bomb-laden vehicles used in the attacks also appear in the video, including the one that struck Niger army 

military academy in Aghadiz and the other that [word absent] the uranium extraction complex belonging to the French 

company Areva in Arlit north of Niger. Also seen are rough plans of the targets and the means of attack, and some 

suicide fighters appear speaking only a few hours before the attacks. 



The video also features clips from Usama Bin Laden, Ayman al-Zawahiri, Iyad Ghali leaders of armed Islamist 

groups. 

The video also shows a number of Masked Men battalion members that were killed in the Azawad [regions], 

including: Ziyad Al Sfaxsi Al Tounoussi, who was killed in Gao, Abou Al Abd Al Tounoussi and Abou Al Minthar Al 

Masri, who were killed in Timbuktu, and the Azawadian. 

Also appearing in the video was the military commander of the Masked Men battalion, Amrou Ould Hammama, 

speaking French, with fighters behind him threatening the French and vowing to strike their interests wherever they 

may lie. 

 
	


